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Requisite FW bushing size

The pv diagram ( diagram 1) compiled from laboratory test results can be

used as a guide when selecting FW bushing size. It is assumed that the stresses

occurring in the sliding layer will not exceed the maximum value established for

the specific load, pmax = 200 N/mm2 . It should be remembered that a

hyperbolic stress distribution occurs in the bushing cross section and pmax

represents the highest point of the distribution curve. This maximum value is

generally not exceeded if the recommended values for operational clearance

given in table are adhered to and the specific bearing load, i.e. the load

related to the projected surface, does not exceed 140 N/mm2 .

In applications where shock loads occur it must be checked that the maximum

stress (obtained using a shock load factor) does not exceed the value of pmax.

This is also true where edge loads result from misalignment or shaft bending.

To prevent an undesirable enlargement of the bearing clearance from occurring

as a result of "settling" of the sliding layer of the bushing, it is necessary to

reduce the value of the specific bearing load used to determine the size of

bushing required.

Because of the insulating properties of the filament wound material, heat

removal from FW bushings is limited. Therefore, care must be taken to see that

the temperature of the bushing, which is determined by the ambient

temperature and the frictional heat produced under the actual p and v values,

does not exceed the permissible upper limit for the material, which is +140 °C.

FW bushings can be operated successfully in regimes which lie outside the

operating range shown in diagram 2 if, for example, operation is intermittent,

or if the conditions for heat removal are particularly favourable.
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